


Clara Young
designer

Hi, I’m Clara! I’m a designer with a passion for learning and exploration. I have been 
designing professionally since 2015 and am currently employed as the Senior Graphic 
Designer for MzeroA.com - an aviation education group. 

I first attended college at The Ohio State University where I graduated with a Bachelor of 
Science in Landscape Architecture. After finishing this program I was interested in learning 
more about the details of graphic design. I then attended Sinclair College and earned an 
Associates of Applied Science in Visual Communications, as well as technical certificates 
in Digital Design, and Design Processes. Having a mix of education and a background in 
architecture has allowed me to pull design inspiration from a wider range of artists. 

I believe that designs should be experienced and not seen. The best design is the one 
that does its job and then stays out of the way. With every project, I strive to meet this idea.
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Standards Manual| Classic Astronaut

The Drunken Astronaut
standards manual
Location: Sinclair College FA 2020
Role: Designer

This project was my first true test at creating a brand. 
We were asked to think up a company to work with 
for an entire semester in which we created branding 
guides. My company is The Drunken Astronaut, a 
zero gravity bar located in outer space in the year 
3172. 

For this company I outlined a mission, a vision, value 
propositions, key stakeholders, key products and 
services, etc. Part of our project requirement was 
to explain why our company has a competitive 
advantage compared to our competition. Since 
this company is situated in the future, I also got the 
chance to design the world around it, creating a 
narrative that I was excited about.

Mediums Used:
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe InDesign

To see more of The Drunken 
Astronaut Standards Manual, 
please follow this link. 



The Drunken Astronaut

Home Menu About Us Events

https://www.thedrunkenastronaut.com
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Drunken Astronaut
Mobile Application | iPhone

Mobile Application | Android
Mobile Application | iPhone Mockup

Favicon | Vector

Favicon | Raster 16p x 16p
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Mobile:

The company mobile app icon features the logo 
mark. Designed to give the user a taste of our 
company, it utilizes the full color palette and 
focuses on the olive in the martini glass. The 
app will allow users to browse menus and social 
media, as well as look at the station map and air 
transport times. 

Web:

The Favicon appears at the top of a 
web browers. Ours is the outline of a 
martini glass and appears in Midnight 
Blue and Sunset Orange. 
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Detachable cab
Brake lights

Accessible handles

Magnets

Ground Transport | Front View Ground Transport | Back View

Ergonomic chair design
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S Ground Transport Vehicle:

This ground transport vehicle features the latest in magnetic levitation 
technology. Newer, stronger magnets allow for a smoother ride. 

This vehicle is able to carry large, heavy objects for long distances of time. 
This will be used to transport supplies and products from warehouses, 
stores, etc to the surface launch pad where they will be loaded onto the air 
vehicle for final transport. 

Mimicing the design of our Air Transport Vehicle, this vehicle is 
aerodynamic and environmentally friendly. Since it is powered by 
magnetic levitation and propulsion, there is no need for gasoline, saving 
valuable time and money. 

The cab features ergonomic design with the pilots in mind. There is plenty 
of room for a solo trip, or a dual trip. 

AIR TRANSPORTAIR TRANSPORT

RESTROOS

LOCKERS

NEXT DEPARTURE: 19:30Z

Heat resistant shield Aircraft entryway
Retractable landing gear

Booster engines Primary engine

32” x 24”

Helvetica Neue | Regular | White | All Caps
Departure in ZULU time

Digital screen showing departure times

Air Transport| Side View

My completed standards manual is 88 pages long. 
Printed with Blurb, the cover is a cool grey and 
features the primary full color logo. Each chapter 
features a different portion of the visual branding. 

Included here in the next several spreads are pages 
from my complete branding book. Certain pages 
also feature art work that has been pulled off the 
pages and made larger for more detailed viewing. 
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Lanyard | Front View
Pen | Front & Side View

Dual Chambered Hip Flask | Front & Side View
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Lanyard:

This item is a self-retracting 
lanyard. The card or ID can be 
stretched to where it needs to be 
used, and then retract back into the 
coil. This lanyard can be worn by 
employees or sold/given away as 
swag items. 

Hip Flask:

This item is a dual chambered hip flask. 
It can hold two seperate liquids that can 
be mixed at time of consumption. This 
flask is made of metal and features the 
company secondary logo at the bottom 
right corner. 

Pen:

This item is an astronaut pen. It can 
write at any angle with no stop in ink 
flow. Each design features at least one 
company color and an element of space 
built into the clip. 
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BarFirst Aid

Zero-Gravity RoomDeliveries

AirlockFire Extinguisher

Ground ControlSecurityAir Transport

CafeteriaLockersParking

Staff OnlyUse CautionLaunch Pad
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3 trianglue lines

Use of circles to build pictograms

Use of triangles to build pictograms

Use of triangles to build pictograms

Use of half circles to build 
pictograms

Negative space between 
overlapping shapes

Varying sized circles

Pictrogram Mark| Anatomy
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Double paned glass

Life support system housing

Interior Elevation | Section A

Bar Map | Section Cut Locations

A

B

Interior Elevation | Section A

The Drunken Astronaut: Station Interior

The primary area of the bar is a large sphere and a circular 
corridor that surrounds the sphere. The sphere contains 
absolutely no gravity, while the ring includes low gravity so 
that guests can move more freely there. 

The entire sphere is made of heat and impact resistant 
glass. There are two layers of glass, with air trapped in 
the middle so that the space’s climate can be controlled. 
Originally designed to house thousands of plants, this was 
a perfect space for humans to experience zero gravity. This 
feature allows nearly 360° views from inside the sphere. 

The corridor surrounding the sphere is made primarily 
of varying metals and houses the bulk of the life support 
systems for that area of the station. The inside of the 
cooridor, facing the sphere, is also made of double paned, 
heat and impact resistanct glass. The window allows 
guests to experience the sphere, even if they are in 
the cooridoor. 
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The company’s zero gravity bar occupies the ISS-A, after it 
was left empty by the international space community. Over 
its life time, the ISS was expanded and upgraded to better 
fit the needs of the crew that lived there. The original station, 
built in the early 21st century, is still present. 

The bar occupies the large sphere and accompanying ring. 
Guests arrive and are taken to a set of locker rooms where 
they may store their belongings before heading to the outer 
ring. This area has low gravity, so that customers may walk 
normally, use the restroom, visit the bar, or lounge at a table 
with friends. 

The large sphere in the middle of the station once held 
thousands of Earth-native plants. Today, it is the worlds 
largest zero-gravity room. Guests can take thier drinks 
inside as they float and jump around the space, experiencing 
zero gravity like an astronaut might. Guests can move freely 
from the zero-gravity room to the outer ring. 

RESTROOS

SECURITY

BAR

RESTROOS

SECURITY

BAR

AIR LOCK AIR LOCK
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HOTJAR

Logo| Initial Sketch Logo | Full Color Primary Logo | Black & White HOTJAR | Event Poster

Poster| Detail

Project: Sinclair College SP 2021
Role: Designer

During a meeting for work, one of my colleagues 
said that they used an app called Hotjar. At the time 
I didn’t know what it was, but I immediately had a 
vision of a space that would fit the name “Hotjar”. I 
quickly drew out my vision of the logo. 

To expand the project, I also designed an event 
poster for the space. I was able to utilize the flame 
from the primary logo to create texture in the event 
poster. 

Mediums Used:
Adobe Illustrator

HotJar 
logo & poster 



Toaster | Perspective Rendering with Marker Toaster | Perspective Rendering with Pencil Toaster | Side View with Marker

Toaster | Side View Digital Rendering

Toaster
Project: Sinclair College SP 2021
Role: Designer

This project began as a drawing exercise in the 
summer of 2019. I was asked to design a toaster 
and to render it in pencil and in marker. 

This toaster was designed with a college student or 
young professional in mind. A majority of 
toasters that are available in the market today are 
very large, awkwardly shaped, and hard to store. 
This is especially true in smaller college apartments 
or dorms. 

This single slot toaster is only 6”x6”x1”. The square 
shape and slim profile makes storage easy. The 
bread is toasted by heating elements inside of the 
glass side panels. I drew inspiration for this from 
the defrosting coils in my car’s rear windshield.  The 
side panels are made of see through glass so that 
the bread can be seen as it toasts. This provides an 
extra element that I believe that regular toasters are 
missing - the opportunity to watch your food cook. 

I eventually decided to digitize my original drawings 
and to create branding and packaging as well. 
Since I had purchased much of my initial college 
dorm furniture from Target, I chose to model my 
toaster after their Room Essentials line.  

Mediums Used:
Faber Castel Pencils 2H-6B
PrismaColor Illustration Markers
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe InDesign

Toaster | Side ViewToaster | Front View

1” 6”

6” 6”

Toaster | Top View

BRANDING & PACKAGING



essentials
room

essentials

essentials

room

room

Room Essentials Toaster

ToasterToaster Plastic, aluminum and 
glass materials

Toast bread one piece 
at a time

We welcome any questions you may have at 
Target.com/comments or 1-800-440-0680.

Heating elements within 
glass panels 

Store easily in small 
spaces

Dist. by Target Corporation
Minneapolis, MN 55403
Origin: China
℗ & ©2014 Target Brands, Inc.
Shop Target.com

7” 2”

7” 7”

Toaster Packaging | Foam Inserts

Toaster Packaging | Box Design Back Front

Foam inserts will 
cover glass panels

Foam inserts will protect 
toaster while in packaging

Toaster Packaging | Front View
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Snow Fence | Perspective Drawing Detail Connection Detail | Section Pylon Placement | Section

Snow Fence| Perspective Sectional Drawing

Snow Fence| Perspective V-Ray Rendering

Snow Fence
CONSTRUCTION DRAWING
Project: The Ohio State University FA 2018
Role: Designer

A snow fence is used in Canada and other northern 
countries to help block snow as it blows in the wind. 
These fences catch snow so that it doesn’t collect on 
other buildings and cause stress to their structures.

These drawings would be given to construction 
crews to aid in the building process. 

Using Rhinoceros, a 3D modeling software, I built 
the snow fence and was able to export specific 
viewpoints of the model to create plans and 
sections. Patterns and specific connection details 
were added in Adobe Illustrator. 

I was able to apply texture and color to the model 
using V-Ray imaging software in Rhino to create the 
more realistic perspective rendering. 

Mediums Used:
Rhinoceros
V-Ray
Adobe Illustrator
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Parental Leave

The United States of America is one of 3 countries worldwide that 
provides no parental leave.

Maternal and Paternal Leave in the United States and Around the World

49 MILLION 
people in the US 
are ineligible for

 any kind of 
parental leave. 

FMLA only allows each parent 

12 weeks of leave. This is only 

available if the employee has 

worked at the company for at 

least one year, and has 

complted 1250 hours in the 

previous year. 

FMLA offeres no finanacial 

assitance. It only offers job 

protected unpaid leave. 

Each state has its own laws regarding family leave, medical leave benefits, job protection, 

etc. Job benefits can vary based on the private sector vs the public sector. California, 

New York and the District of Columbia have the best parental leave benefits as of 2016. 

However, they still pale in comparison to other countries around the world.  
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61% of all working parents can not 

afford to take unpaid FMLA leave. 

Only 39% of working parents can 

afford to take FMLA leave.   

65% of all working mothers can not 

afford to take unpaid FMLA leave. 

Only 35% of working mothers can 

afford to take FMLA leave.   

61% 65%
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Parental Leave Around the World| Detail View Numbers about Parental Leave | Detail View Parental Leave in the U.S. | Detail View Infographic | Poster in Use

Project: Sinclair College SP 2021
Role: Designer

This infographic was put together to explain 
parental leave benefits in the United States. 
It also compares US benefits to those in other 
countries around the world.  
 
While there are some states that have better family 
leave laws than others, the United States pales in 
comparison with other countries around the world 
when it comes to taking care of parents. 

The United States is one of only 3 countries 
in the entire world that do not offer any kind of 
government assisted parental leave. The other two 
countries are  New Guinea and Suriname.

Mediums Used:
Adobe Illustrator

Parental Leave
infographic



A.

AT CONSTRUCTION
SPRING, YEAR 1
SCALE: 1”=1’

SEED MIX

OAK LOG

HDPE PIPE, 3/4”

MULCH PATH

ORGANIC SUBGRADE

FRAMEWORK 

SAND TO HELP 
HOLD FORM

RAMMED EARTH:
90% SOIL

10% CONCRETE

B.

SUMMER, YEAR 2
SCALE: 1”=1’

ORGANIC SUBGRADE

SEED MIX:
SWITCHGRASS
BIG BLUESTEM

BLACK EYED SUSANS
STIFF GOLDENROD

ASTER
CONEFLOWER

CANADA TRICK TREFOIL

CONTINUE SEED MIX ON 
OTHER SIDE OF PATH

DECAYING OAK LOG

WEEP HOLES WATER PLANTS AND 
PROVIDE MOISTURE TO DECAYING 

LOGS

RAMMED EARTH LOSENS 
OVERTIME, ALLOWING SPACES FOR 

ROOTS TO GROW

5’

A.

SEED PLACEMENT AT CONSTRUCTION
SCALE: 0.5”=1.5”

SEED VARIETY

SOIL CAP

SEED POCKET

B.

SEED GROWTH OVER TIME
SCALE: 0.5”=1.5”

PLANT GROWTH FROM SEED

GROWTH STABILIZES SOIL

SEED POCKET DECAYS
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SEED PLACEMENT AT CONSTRUCTION
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SEED VARIETY
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B.

SEED GROWTH OVER TIME
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LOG AND WEEP HOLE PLACEMENT

Oak Wall | Model Construction Process Oak Wall | Model Construction Process Oak Wall | Finished Model

Columbus Dirt| Gallery Exhibition

Oak Wall | Seed Growth Over Time

Oak Wall | At Construction : Spring, Year 1

Oak Wall | Log and weep hole placement

Oak Wall | At Construction : Seed Placement

Oak Wall | Growth Over Time - Summer, Year 2

Growth stabilizes soil

Seed Mix:
Switchgrass

Big Bluestem
Black Eyed Susans

Stiff Goldenrod
Aster

Coneflower
Canada Trick Trefoil

Decaying Oak Log

Organic Sub-gr-ade

Weep holes water plants and 
provide moisture to decaying logs

Rammed earth loosens over time, 
allowing spaces for roots to grow

Continue seed mix on other side 
of path

Plant growth from seed

Seed pocket decays

Seed Mix

Oak Log

Framework

Seed Variety

Soil Cap

Seed Pocket

Sand to help hold form

HDPE Pipe, 3/4”

Organic Subgrade

Mulch Path

Rammed Earth:
90% Soil

10% ConcreteProject: The Ohio State University FA 2017
Role: Designer

This class was based on the idea of finding a way 
of supporting plant growth and establishing 
ecologies in places were they normally do not 
occur. The overall issue that we faced was how to 
get organic materials into a solid wall. As a 
class, we chose the solution of rammed earth wall 
techniques. We were each assigned to research 
and develop a possibility. 

My proposal included a wall made primarily of 
soil, concrete, and lengths of oak logs. The soil and 
concrete would make up the load bearing areas 
of the wall. The logs will, at first, help with support, 
but overtime, produce the nutrients and organic 
materials for seeds to flourish. Each log would 
already contain seeds when they are implemented 
(see diagram). Small holes drilled into the exposed 
ends of the logs would protect the seed until a time 
when enough of the log had decomposed and 
the seed could take root. After some time, the log 
would decay away and larger plants could use the 
space left over to grow. 

Weep hole placement would help to jump start 
several of the logs’ decomposing process. Each 
pipe will exit the wall 10-15” above an exposed 
log. The water drainage onto the wood would help 
speed up the decomposition process, as well as 
provide water to those growing plants. The weep 
holes would be constructed from HDPE pipe, a 
plastic material that is weather resistant and takes a 
very long time to break down.  

Mediums Used:
Adobe Illustrator

Columbus Dirt
illuminating the invisible



Book Wall

Gallerage

Book Wall & Soil Chandelier

A Road to New Ecologies

Soil Chandelier

A Road to New Ecologies

Cyanotype Prints & Soil Chandelier

Book Wall

Gallerage

The Road to New Ecologies:
Practical application models 
and drawings

Book Wall:
Rammed earth wall

Soil Chandelier 

Dirt Floor

Gallerage

Cyanotype Prints

Entryway

Banvard Gallery | Section

Banvard Gallery | Plan
Project: The Ohio State University SP 2018
Role: Team Member

Columbus Dirt continued into the Spring of 2018. 
We were granted space to exhibit our findings in 
the Banvard Gallery in the Knowlton School of 
Architecture. 

We left the models we made from the previous 
semester in the elements to see which would fare 
the best. Based on those results, we decided to 
build our rammed earth wall with books and 
ropes, with intermittent layers of mulch, charcoal, 
and hay to provide organic materials for seedlings 
to grow. 

Our class and several volunteers trucked in trucks 
full of soil and gravel to create the wall. It took 
weeks to mix the soil with the appropriate materials 
and to build to structures. 

Meanwhile, we had traveled around Columbus 
taking soil samples. These hung from a map of the 
city in the middle of the gallery. We called this our 
Soil Chandelier.  It hung over a small base of soil 
in which we managed to grow grass before our 
exhibit opened. 

In addition to our physical dirt specimens, we 
included several models and drawings showing 
practical applications of this technology. For 
example, this kind of organic wall could replace 
retaining walls on highways. Concrete walls do 
nothing to stop toxic runoff, but an organic wall 
could help absorb toxins before they reach more 
sensitive ecologies. 

Also in the gallery were cyanotypes of plant roots 
that we had collected around Columbus. The blue 
color from these prints can be seen throughout our 
gallery. 

Finally, we included a section that we called the 
“Gallerage” - a mix of “gallery” and “garage”. 
It was a space to show our process work and all 
the small things that didn’t get their own spotlight. It 
included some of the surviving models, drawings, 
notes, mock-ups and working models for the 
gallery, etc.  
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Logo Progression | Initial Logo Sketches Logo Progression | Black and White Logos Logo Progression | Color Logos

Secondary Logo| Hat Design

Primary Logo | Yard Sign

Project: Commission SP 2021
Role: Designer

Matthew Resar is running for the House of 
Representatives for Ohio’s 12th Congressional 
District. He reached out and asked me to join his 
campaign as his graphic designer. Our first step 
was creating his logo. 

Matthew is running as an Independent , so 
he wanted a color palette and a logo that 
communicated that. He was very interested in 
purple, since it is a blend of red and blue. We used 
this as a starting point. Purple can be seen in his 
primary and secondary logos. 

This project also doubled as my Service Learning 
Assisgnment for my final semester at Sinclair 
College. 

Mediums Used:
Adobe Illustrator

Political Campaign
logo & branding



Beer Label | Close up of Lonewolf Glassware | Etched logo of flight glasses Glassware | Brewery named etched onto tall glass

Beer Label| Whale of a  Tale Blonde Ale

Beer Labels| Three Launch Products

Project: Sinclair College SP 2021
Role: Designer

Twisted Glacier Brewing Co is a brand that I 
developed as a personal project in the spring of 
2020. I had doodled a penguin holding a beer 
bottle, and wanted to expand on it. 

I took that brand and created items for a product 
launch event. I designed three new beer labels as 
the launch-able products. In addition, I also created 
an event wristband and a carrying package. To 
help round out the brand I also experimented with 
glass etching and product placement. 

Mediums Used:
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe InDesign

Twisted Glacier Brewing Co
product launch event



TWISTED GLACIER  BREWING CO

Did you know?
Polar bears are not 

actually white. They have 
black skin and clear fur 
that reflects sunlight and 

appears white.

Twisted Glacier Brewing Co.
6390 Challenger Dr.
Appleton, WI 54914 

TWISTED GLACIER  BREWING CO

SNOWBEAR
ENGLISH IPA
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TWISTED GLACIER  BREWING CO

Did you know?
Wolf pups are born with 
blue irises that change to 

a gold color as they 
grow older.  

Twisted Glacier Brewing Co.
6390 Challenger Dr.
Appleton, WI 54914 
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TWISTED GLACIER  BREWING CO

Did you know?
The narwhal tusk is an 

enlarged tooth with 

sensory capabilities and 

can grow up to 10 ft long.  

TWISTED GLACIER  BREWING CO
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WHALE
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Twisted Glacier Brewing Co.
6390 Challenger Dr.
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Beer Label | Snowbear English IPA Beer Label | Lonewolf Barrel-Aged Stout Beer Label | Wale of a Tale Blonde Ale 

10”

14”
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Event Wristband Packaging| Side View Packaging | Flat View



Patch | Detail View of Patch Patch | Final Design Patch | Detail View of Patch

Patch| Full Patch

Flight Suit Patch
Project: Commission SU 2020
Role: Designer

This project was commissioned by a group of 
Navy pilots. During a routine training mission, 
they experienced two once-in-a-lifetime events. 
Pilots are allowed to have morale patches on their 
uniforms, and after these events, it was time for a 
new patch.

The group reached out with an idea that was 
put together with clip art in a Microsoft Word 
document.  After some back and forth, we decided 
on a design. The squadron was kind enough to 
send me a few patches in exchange for doing this 
project for free.  
 

Mediums Used:
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Photoshop

Patch| Patch on Flight Suit



MzeroA.com | Page Layout: Thanks for Purchasing MzeroA.com | Page Layout: Login MzeroA.com | Page Layout: Course Video

Company Airplane| N23MZ

Project: Commission SP 2021
Role: Team Member

MzeroA.com is an aviation education company 
that prepares student pilots to take their written tests. 
They offer video based training so that student can 
learn on the go. 

Their customer base has grown large enough that 
the website that they currently use is no longer 
efficient enough. And, it needed a design update. 
The new platform was designed from scratch. 

Chetu Software Development Company has been 
working on the coding and website frameowrk 
since 2019. Serhiy Ozhibko was hired on to 
consult on UX/UI and website design. Myself and 
Lauren Stuart work closely with our team and our 
contractors every week to keep design progress 
moving forward. 

MzeroA.com caters to two main groups: unmanned 
aviators and manned aviators. Or, drones and 
airplanes. The company’s primary products are 
Remote Pilot 101, which helps a user obtain their 
107 Certification (license to fly a drone), and 
Ground School Academy, which helps a user 
obtain their pilot’s license. Currently, these products 
are hosted on two seperate websites. One of the 
many goals of the new Learning Management 
System is to combine these two products under one 
umbrella. 

Mediums Used:
Adobe Illustrator

MZEROA.COM
LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

TARGET MARKET & INITIAL DESIGN

Steve Bloom

Steve is 40 years old, working 
in upper management. With a 
house, two kids, and traveling 
for work, he has a jam packed 
schedule. But flying has always 
been a childhood dream for 
Steve, and now he has the means 
to make it happen. For Steve, 
flying is a mode of transportation, 
but also has elements of a social 
club. 

Our target market is primarily upper class men in their 40’s and 50’s who have been interested in 
flying since childhood. Since flying is not a cheap hobby, we target those who are well educated 
and employed. 

I sketched out initial designs for the new LMS on paper with illustration markers. My idea was 
that a customer would land on this page and then choose their product. “Drones” would direct 
the customer to the unmanned aviation pages. “Airplanes” would direct customers to the manned 
aviation pages.

This design features the MzeroA.com color palette and their signature triangle pixel pattern. This is 
the current homepage for the in-progress LMS. 

Kai Meier

Kai is a 22 year old college student 
who has goals of becoming a 
Commercial Pilot. He works as a 
Line Technician at his local FBO to 
help pay for flight school. He uses 
MzeroA.com for the flight training 
on-th-go aspect. 

Megan Stewart

Megan is 57 years old. She got 
her pilot’s license when she was 
17 and flew for years. But, after 
marriage, kids and focusing on 
her career, she hasn’t flown in 
several years. Now that her kids 
have gone off to college and 
she’s nearing retirement, she 
wants to knock off the rust and get 
back into flying. 



MzeroA.com Homepage| Mobile

MzeroA.com Course Video| Desktop

USER JOURNEY

I mapped out our website so 
that it would be easier for our 
developers to create our links 

and pathways. 



Phone: 937 | 510 | 1519
Email: cyoung589@outlook.com

Portfolio Website

To view more of my work, contact me, or view the entire standards manual for The 
Drunken Astronaut, please follow the links below. 

All links can be reached from my website: https://clarayyoung.wixsite.com/my-site

LinkedIn Contact Me The Drunken Astronaut

THANK YOU!
FEEL FREE TO CONTACT ME


